• FALL 2017 MEAL PLAN CHANGE FORM *

Name: __________________________________________

Berg Id # ___ ___ - ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

Class Yr.: _____   Dorm : __________________________

Phone # or Email : ___________________________

SIGNATURE:______________________________________

IMPORTANT NOTE: ONLY RETURN THIS FORM IF YOU ARE REQUESTING A CHANGE

************************************************

The 3- First Year Meal Plan Choices
*Also open to Upperclassman

______$2267.50/sem - Traditional Membership (code: 2)
    - 19 Meals /week in Wood Dining Commons

______$2547.50/sem – Gold Membership (code: 4)
    - 210 Blocks + $400 Dining Dollars

______$2607.50/sem – Platinum Membership (code: 9)
    - Unlimited Meals in Wood Dining Commons
    - $300 Dining Dollars

************************************************

______$2267.50/sem – Silver Membership (code: 3)
    - 175 Blocks + $350 Dining Dollars
    - Upperclassman meal plan choice

************************************************

* The 3 meal plans listed below require certain housing assignments & being an upperclassman. To see if you are eligible go to www.muhlenberg.edu/dining *

______$0.00 NO MEAL PLAN (code: 0)

______$675.00/sem - Cardinal Membership (code: 1)
    - 70 Blocks + $50 Dining Dollars

______$2052.50/sem - Bronze Membership (code: 6)
    - 150 Blocks + $300 Dining Dollars

Please return this form by 7/17/17 to:
Muhlenberg College
Controllers Office – DRomig
2400 Chew Street
Allentown, PA   18104